
A exasmple of the use of an outside conaultant to perform a 
management review was the work done in 1978 and followup 
reviews performed in 1980 and 1981 by Theodore Barry and 
Associates Mnagenet Consultants. This effort focused on a 
review of he uanagement and operations of OBDC. This review 
heavily emphasized ODCas nuclear power plant engineering 
design and construction. A total of 115 recoammndations fraom 
this study were documnted and a plan of action to address 
these recomodations has been successfully pursued by OKDC.  
The latest followup review contained the following statemnt in 
the report's Ixecutive Summry: "OEDC is currently at or ahead 
of the industry performance nora in its mnement of major 
project engineering design and construction. Its approach, 
uaing continually evolving programs, covers the key 
controllable aspects for major projects in such areas as 
project manag•mene and cojistrucetior suppct." TB6 also has 
caonded TVA for implementing the report's raecoaendations 

bhich have produced "significeant, detectable improvements in 
each of the key areas." 

Another independent review function is fulfilled by TVA's Nuclear 
Safety Review Staff. Following the accident at Three Mile 
Island, TVA appointed a high-level cauomittee to examine what 
steps should be taken to improve existing mnuaclear programs within 
TVA. One of the recoiendations made by this committee was that 
TVA form an independent review staff that would have broad 
overview responsibilities. This reeomendation was accepted by 
the TVA Board and the Nuclear Safety Review Staff (5SU) was 
created in August 1979. The functions of this staff are to (1) 
provide independent review of nuclear plant dosign; (2) provide 
independent monitoring of nuclear plant construction and nuclear 
plant operationsa (3) review nuclear plant employee training; (4) 
review radiological emrgency plansa (5) review and audit of 
radiation protection; (6) investigate and review operating events 
or incidents at TVA plants or other plants; and (7) receive and 
investigate employee concerns about safety issues not adequately 
addressed by line manaemut.  

The NSISU reports to the highest level of TVA management, 
reporting directly to the Aessistant General Manager (Technical) 
with ready access to the General Manager and the Board of 
Directors. The MRU organization consists of two technical 
groups-the Nuclear Safety System Section and the Nuclear Safety 
Operations Section. The Systems Section deals primarily with 
design and construction activities within TVA, interfacing with 
the Office of Engineering Design and Construction (OSOC) and co a 
lesser extent with the Division of Purchasing (PURCK). The 
Operations Section deals primarily with the nuclear plants after 
turnover of the systems to the operating organisation, Office of
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Power (POWER), and thus is the primary interfacing organizational 

unit in NSRS with POWER, the Division of Nuclear Power (NUC P), 

the Office of Health and Safety (H6S), and Public Safety Service 

(PSS).  

The NSRS prograa of review and audit has been established to 

examine in a broad manner all of the nuclear activities within 

TVA and to examine in a more detailed manner specific functional 

areas or areas that have been identified for special review. The 

broad type of reviews have been identified as management reviews 

whereas the other type reviews are identified as routine or 
special reviews.  

The management reviews that have been made by the NSRS 
incorporate a number of key elements important to the management 

control process. The methodology of the concept has been 

developed into a generalised model and is diagramed in a 
"Management Evaluation Tree" (MET) as shown in Figure IV-5. The 

management reviews within OEDC have been directed at revieving 

such functional areas as management controls; quality assurance; 

training and qualifications of personnel; interface controls; 

design process controls; configuration controls; corrective 

action; records and document control; procurement; scheduling of 

construction activities; ASME Section III QA Program; Special 

Process Controls; and Equipment and Facilities Control.  

Other specialized reviews have been made by the NSRS where demed 

necessary by the NSKS, the General Manager, the Board of 

Directors, or as a result o.f investigation of employee concerns 

relating to safety or quality. During the past two years the 

NSRS has completed 48 managepent, routine, or special reviews.  

Since the NS5RS is not responsible for the audit functions within 

TVA to meet regulatory requirements, specific audit areas as well 

as specific audit frequencies have not been identified as 

counitments to the NRC. lather, the scope of audits and the 

frequency of avdits is primarily established to meet the overall 

objective of providing a broad overview of the nuclear activities 

within TVA.  

The report of the NSRS review is always sent to the line 

organization that has been reviewed. These reports present 

findings and recomendations for program changes or improvements 

and require response to each recomendation. Findings are 

tracked by the 3SRS and the line organizations as open items 

until adequately resolved by the responsible line organizations.  

In addition ) reports going to line organizations, WIS review 

reports or suomary reports are sent to the General Manager or the 

Board when either the General Manager or the board requested the



review or in those cases where the Director, NS8S, considqrs the report content is of a nature that the General Manager or the Board should see the finding..  

In all cases, the General Manager and the Board are kept informed on a biweekly basis of review activities that HSRS is involved with, reports issued by the S81S, and the general1 findings of such reviews. Reports to the Gene a l Manager and the Board are also mde on a frequent basis through discussions wich the Assistant General Manager (Technical) or in joint sessions bevtween the NS8S and the General Hanager and the Board.  

The NS15 has conducted nine reviews specifically at the Watcts Bar facility during the past two years. These reviews have primarily been directed at design and constrrction activities, interfacing activities between EN DES and CONST, and interfacing activities between CONST and POWER. Routine reviews vere conducted in the following areas: (1) followup on I3 Rulletin 79-14, (2) Work Package Program, (3) QA Program, (4) Preoperational Testing, and (5) Security Program. For the NS recomendations made in esch of these areas, corrective actions have been defined, approved, and initiated, and 18 of the 31 findings at Watts Bar have been 
closed.  

The N18S also initiated a management review of the Watts-Bar Plant during November 1981. The initial phase of this review, which was labeled a mini-managemnt review, was completed during December 1981 and a report was issued to the line organization in January 1981.  

A sumary of the kindings of the mini-manaement review are 
contained in the foll..ing paragraphs: 

a. Program Improvements -A number of program improvements had been, initiated at the site which were direct-d toward improving the overall quality program. Al. of these program improvements were considered very positive actions. Since these program changes were so recent, it was premature to determine the effectiveness of these changes.  

b. Trainint andQualification of C Inspectors and Engineers 
Programs had been established for the training and 
qualification of QC inspectors and engineers. However, 
weaknesses in the programs were identified including: some programs did not include all of the requirements, failure to fotlow procedures rr program direction, and failure to document parts of the training program in an auditable 
manner.
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c. Quality Control Inspections - Improvements were needed in the 
quality of Quality Control Procedures and the adequacy of 
procedure review. Plant management had undertaken steps to 
update these procedures prior to identification by NSIS.  

Additionally, NSRS was concerned that QC inspectors were not 
required to have controlled copies of procedures at the 
inspection location.  

d. Construction Testing - The program was considered 

adequate.  

e. System Transfer - The program was adequate; however, MSRS 
was concerned about the early transfer of systems which leads 

to many open items with increased control required. The 
responsible managers were aware of this situation and are 
monitoring it closely. 

f. System and Component Cleanliness - The program was 
adequate. Only minor changes to the generic flushing 
procedures were recommended.  

g. Corrective Action - The program was adequate.  

Recimnendations were developed to strengthen the program in 

identifying root causes of events, evaluation of adverse 
trends for generic implications, and revising instructions 
for identification of deficiencies.  

h. QA Audits - Specific audits appeared to be conducted in 

appreciable depth; however, QA audits were not being 
conducted on all phases of the QA program, a mechanism was 
not in place to provide involvement of the CONST QAB Branch 

Chief for deficiencies not readily resolved at the plant 
level, and the plant QA Audit Staff appeared to be too 
heavily involved in line functions.  

OEDC management has responded to each of the issues described 

above. The NSRS followup review is scheduled in the uaar future-

consistent with committed completion dates by the line 
organization. At the present time, 4 of the 22 mini-management 
findings have been closed.  

The second phase of the management review of Watts Bar included 

additional review of construction programs at Watts Bar and review 

of quality assurance programs at the corporate office and of 
design programs in EN DEB. The field work associated with this 
phase of the review was completed during April 1982 and 

the preliminary findings of this part of the review are as 
followst
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a. Programs and program iuplementation in the following areas 
were considered adequate with only minor deficiencies being 
identified: Design Changes, Configuration Control, Corrective 
Action (KN US), Records and Document Control, Procurement, 
ASM QA Program, Training and Qualification of Craftsmen, 
Facility-and Equipment Control, and Work Planning.  

b. In several of the functional areas that were reviewed 
deficiencies of a more serious nature were identified in the 
programs or in program implementation as follows: 

1. Desiugn Process - Inconsistencies were found in the program 
for identification of safety-related structures, systems, 
and components; the program for documentation of design 
basis was not well implemented; and the computer programs 
for accountability of quality assurance activities 
contained inconsistencies.  

2. Special Processes - Inspection requirements for 
structural steel velds were less stringent than those 
specified in the AWS Code.  

3. OEDC QA Proegram - Top-tier OEDC documents did not 
adequately define the scope of the progran and all aspects 
of the QA program were not being audited.  

The final report for this review is scheduled for issuance on May 
10, 1982.  

3.0 Sumnary and Conclusions 

Based on the overall results of: (I) TVA's extensive audit program 
as conducted by EN DES QAB in design, OEDC QA, and COHST QAB through 
the site QA unit, (2) TVA's vendor audit program as conducted by EN 
DES QAB and supplier surveillances administered through EN DES QEB's 
regional offices, (3) the trend analysis programs compiled and 
reviewed in EN DES and CONST, (4) the stop work authority delegated 
to and used by the QA organizations and the construction engineers, 
(5) the 21 ASME certifications and various ASME surveys, (6) the 
independent reviews conducted by the Nuclear Safety Review Staff, (7) 
the Joint Audit Program conducted by NUC PR and OEDC QA, (8) TVA's 
participation in INPO, (9) reviews by independent management 
evaluators, (10) the inspections by NRC, and (11) the extensive 
program in place for identification of any suspected condition 
adverse to quality as discussed in Section 111.4.0, OEDC's Quality 
Assurance organizaetions are confident that when construction is 
completed that Watts Bar Nuclear Plant will be acceptably designed 
and built to fulfill all the requireuents and comitments made in 
accordance with the license application.
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OEDC 
Organization 

EN DES QAB 
(Internal) 
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CONST QAB 
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Audits 
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Deficiencies

Significant 
Deficiencies
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Deficiencies

Open 
Deficiencies
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225 

917 

209

Figure 1V-2 
OEDC Audit Sumary
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V. Office of Engineering Design and Construction Program Results 

OEDC's design, construction, and quality assurance programs discussed 

in Sections III and IV have evolved and matured to their present 
status as OEDC continues to implement improvements to further ensure 
quality in-our efforts. OEDC seeks to identify problem areas and to 

develop solutions as professionally and timely as possible. When 

serious quality problems are identified, OEDC management carefully 
assesses these situations and their implication on the total program.  

In many cases, this assessment results in the development of clearer, 

more detailed procedures or in reevaluations to ensure that the scope 

of the problem is fully identified and addressed. In some exceptional 

cases, OEDC substantially changes its organization and its program 
to improve its design and construction operation.  

The folloving discussions su marize several of the identified problem 
areas at Watts Bar and how OEDC has reacted to resolve these 
problems. Also discussed are areas where OEDC's foresight has 

resulted in enhancements above the expectations of the required 

program and, finally, is a brief discussion of OEDC's most recent 

efforts in the quality improvement area.  

1.0 Identified Watts Bar Problem Areas 

Each of the following problem areas identifies OEDC's desire to 

not only correct the identified problem but to also address the 

root cause of such problems. The corrective actions taken to 

address these problem have, in som cases, been quite extensive 
and are still ongoing.  

1.1 Lack of QA Program for Safety-Related HVAC 

The requirement for a QA program for UVAC systems was 
established in the Watts Bar Safety Analysis Report. The 
design criteria WS-DC-4O-36.1 issued February 11, 1975, 
stated that safety-related HYAC systems "must have quality 
assurance invoked in the design, procurement, inspection, 

and testing" and that "specific guidelines will be provided 
(later)" on quality assurance. Although the QA program in 

effect in IN DES now and when the design and procurement 
documents for UVAC systems were being prepared and issued 

has been confirmed to be adequate, this program was not 
applied to the extent necessary to ensure that the 

requirement for quality assurance was translated into the 
required implementing documents to provide the required 
assurance that an adequate CONST site QA program would be 
implemented. These omissions resulted in the lack of a QA 
program for installation, erection, inspection, and testing 
of part of the UVAC systems at Watts bar. Line mnagement
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in design and construction failed to identify this lack of a 
QA prog:sm. The problem vas identified at Watts Bar by the 
site qA Unit while performing audit B-G-80-02 during 
January 14 through February It 1980.  

Construction site QA audit W3-G-60-02 formally identified 
the lack of a QA program for UVAC ducting and recomended as 
corrective action that a quality control procedure for duct 
system fabrication be initiated. Around November 1980, the 
UVAC system situation was raised with TVA uanagement by the 
NRC Resident Inspector. As a result ot the Resident 
Inspector's findings and the NIC Confirmation of Action 
Letter of February 10, 1981, further reviews, audits, and 
discussions were conducted.  

Construction site QA audit 1m-H-81-03 conducted from January 
5-23, 1981, further indicated that adequate quality 
assurance requirements were not specified for duct work, 
components and piping for certain RVAC systems.  

The three QA managers in OEDC issued a Stop Work Order on 
April 1, 1981, which remained in effect until the QA 
organizations had substantive evidence that an adequate 
program was defined and implemented. Based on existence of
demonstrated evidence to that effect, the Stop Work Order 
was lifted on September 25, 1981.  

Throughout the overall resolution of the HVAC issue, TVA has 
pursued a very conservative approach in identifying 
deficiencies and directing corrective action. To date, for 
RVAC work, approximately 150 NCR's and audit deficiencies 
have been identified, evaluated for safety significance, and 
for reportability as 10CF130.55(e) items. Significant 
manpower has been devoted to comprehensive appraisal of the 
entire HVAC systems and the associated QA progean and to 
carrying out the corrective action necessary to thoroughly 
resolve all deficiencies. Upper line management has 
thoroughly studied the results of the many audits, reviews, 
and evaluations conducted on KVAC systems and has been 
intimately involved in directing the program of corrective 
action in order to provide confidence that identified 
weaknesses in managment controls have been eliminated and 
that action designed to prevent recurrence is being 
effective. Upper QA management has and will continue to 
review implementation of comitments and corrective action.  
The total effort has been in keeping with the TVA policy of 
applying whatever resources are necessary to thoroughly and 
satisfactorily resolve nuclear safety issues.
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1.2 Diverse Methods of Identifying Design Requirements 

OEDC is currently evaluating the existing program for 
identifying components, systems, and structures under the QA 
program. The different documents used for identifying 
quality (Q) components are being reviewed to assure they are 
consistent and compatible. These upper-tier documents 
include the VWB FSAR; Construction Specification (N3G0-881), 
"Identification of Structures, Systems, and Components 
Covered by the WBHP QA Program"; the Critical Structures, 
Systems, and Components (CSSC) list; and several design 
criteria documents. After this evaluation and review is 
completed, a determination will be made to see if any 
changes are needed to validate the construction 
accountability program.  

The accountability programs for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant are 
computerised listings of items (piling segments, components, 
valves, equipment, supports, instruments, conduit, cable, 
welds, features or groups of features, etc.) within the 
scope of the Quality Assurance Program. The program 
provides a composite listing of all QA items, including 
activity numbers which are related to a tentative transfer 
boundary, applicable dravings if required, inspection or 
test requirements, and the status of the inspections or 
tests as they are completed or evaluated. In summary, the 
accountability program provides unique identification for 
those items within the scope if the Quality Assurance 
Program, lists the inspections and tests to be performed on 
the items, indicates test and inspection completion status, 
provides an index for the quality assurance records, and 
provides traceability from QA commitments to "Life of Plant" 
documentation required to be on file in the record storage 
vault.  

Control of construction requirements was improved by the 
issuance of the Construction Requirements Manual (CIR) by 
CONST on December 17, 1981, and revised on April 15, 1982.  
The CAR provides a single-source reference document which 
directs the user to the many documents which contain 
requirements and acceptance criteria for the multitude of 
activities performed onsite during the construction of a 
nuclear plant.  

EN DES is the authority providing manufacturing, construe
tion, and testing requirements, including those from 
vendors, for CONST implementation; and any deviations from 
these requirements auust be approved by EN DES. Before



issuance, the ciO received a review by In DES for accuracy 
of information listed. As new requirements are identified 
or existing requirements change, the manual will be revised 
to ensure a viable document.  

Additional details are provided in El DUS and vendor 
drawingst Construction Specifications, and Industry Codes 
and Standards. Proof that requirements have been 
implemented is provided by our as-constructed draving 
program and the accountability programs.  

1.3 Lack of CONST Records 

The problem with the lack of CONST records at WBN was due to 
the following: 

a. Failure to establish a list of all features that were 
safety related.  

b. Failure to have a checklist for records review.  

c. Failure to have an accountability program to list all QA 
features and the associated inspection required.  

4. Failure to have an index to identify total records 
required and to keep a status of those records.  

To solve the problem, a concerted effort has been made by EN 
DES and CONST to establish a list of all safety-related 
features and the requirements for those features. All the 
safety-related features have been listed in a COHST 
accountability computer prosram with all the associated 
inspections required. Due to the fact that a checklist did 
not exist for all records in the pact and that requirements 
have changed, the decision was made to re-review all records 
to current checklist requirements. If the old inspection 
records do not measure up to the current checklist 
requirements, they are returned to the appropriate 
engineering unit for re-inspection or evaluation, etc. Once 
the inspection records pass the present record review, they 
are encoded into the existing accountability program which 
serves as an index to total record requirements and also 
gives a continual status of progress on total record 
review.  

With the establishment of the Construction Requirements 
Manualt the accountability program, and the decision to re
review all past records to today's checklist, TVA has
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corrected the problems. All new records are being reviewed 
to current checklist and the re-review of approximately 
225,000 p.st records to the current checklist is wall 
underway.  

1.4 Coordination with NUC PR on Tentative Transfers and 
Operations and Testing (Centrifugal Charting Pump Failure) 

The failure of this pump resulted from a lack of 
coordination between COHST and NUC PR and inadequate 
construction procedures and training.  

Construction test procedures now specify operating 
limitations for safety-related equipment used in 
construction testing and cleaning. Operations personnel are 
now indoctrinated in the requireaents of construction test 
procedures, and an Administrative Instruction has been 
impleuented controlling docunents (drawings, manuals, 
procedures, etc.) transmitted from construction.  

In addition, TVA has assigned the responsibility for overall 
corrective action, including overall interface activities 
with the operations division, to the OEDC Project Manager 
(WBN). This will ensure enhanced conunications and 
interface activities between construction and operations in 
areas of joint responsibility and should preclude incidents 
of this type in the future. Operations and construction 
have implemented coordinated corrective action to identified 
deficiencies and are comitted to continuing managemnnt 
emphasis on ensuring a comprehensive, cohesive Quality 
Assurance Program in these areas. Additionally, design, 
construction, and operations managers have initiated Startup 
Task Fore* Meetin| which are hebld tonthl7 to taks actimo on 
any matter involving the project. The OEDC Project Manager 
(WBN) currently serves as chairman of the Startup Task 
Force.  

Other measures implemented t4 address the construction/ 
operations interface include, as appropriate, operations 
attendance and participation in construction morning and 
afternoon management meetings, weekly scheduling meetings, 
system logic meetings, and special meetings; called to 
address problems which may have implications generic to 
construction and operations. Operations personnel also 
actively participate in the review and provide input to 
construction test procedures.
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1.3 Gensrl Morale Problem 

Construction began on Watts Bar INclear Plant early in 
1973. Dwing the initial year of eonstruction, the plane 
had the reputation of being a superior construetion site.  
All indication, were that the work vas going well and the 
worker morale was high.  

By the end of 1980, Watts Bar management perceived that 
certain serious, deep-rooted morale problems existed at the 
construction site. intormation about these problems verb 
comunicated to cop TVA management who directed that a 
solution be sought.  

A contract vas issued to MacDonald Motivational Research 
Center, Inc., of Dayton, Ohio. After an intensive site 
investigation, MacDonald prepared and submitted an extensive 
report and idencified two primary causes for the problems aet 
Wattse Bar. Employees felt that (1) they were not etcting 
the kind of information they needed about the job and their 
performance and (2) recognition and rewards vere not 
comenaurate with performance.  

To correct the problew identified, MacDonald reconmended 
that Watts Bar develop the Behavior Observation Note Entry 
(BOn) system for job-related coaunication between 
supervisors and employees and the Behaviorally Anchored 
Rating Scales (BARS) for evaluation of thuse observations.  
Elements of both methods have been utilized at other 
locations in the past, but joining them in the way 
recomended at Watts Bar is new. in effect, the system 

- 4t Wett Bar is a prototype. The recoendations are nov 
being implemented.  

The overall morale at the site is also influenced by the 
continual changes that occur due to regulatory requirements, 
policy decisions, etc., which concributi to frustration and 
self-proctection behavior patterns. The morale has been on 
the upswing for the past nine montha, but not at the "rate" 
that OEDC foels ii possible. All levels of WBN management 
will continue to exert extra effort for improvement.  

2.0 Foresight Improvemencts at Watts Bar 

In spicte of the identified problems, OEDC management is convinced 
that the majority of the design and construction activities 
associated with Waetts Bar have been and continue to be acceptable 
and to fulfill the comitmenes made in accordance with the
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license application. While the problems which have arisen should 
not be viewed lightly, neither should they lead to an unwarranted 
condemnation of the entire OEDC program. In many areas, TVA has 
iapleaented enhancements to existing design and construction 
efforts which have gone beyond the requirements of standard 
industry programs at the time TVA initiated these enhancements.  
Sow of these foresight improvements are discussed below.  

2.1 Backup Control loom to Enable Evacuation of the Main Control 
loom 

IOCFl50 Appendix A, General Design Criterion 19 requires 
that equipment be provided at appropriate locations outside 
the control room that will have the design capability for 
prompt hot shutdown of the reactor, including necessary 
instrumentation and controls to maintain the unit in a safe 
condition during hot shutdown, and with a potential 
capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor 
throubgh the use of suitable procedures.  

For the Watts Bar Plant, TVA has designed and implemnted a 
Backup Control Roo, that exceeds the minima requirements of 
GDC-19 and, at the time of its conception in the early 
1970'a, far exceeded industry standards for fulfilling GDC
19. Indeed, the backup control room enhancement was first 
implemented at TVA's first nuclear plant, Browns Ferry, in 
1967.  

In addition to other hazards, fire in the main control 
room could force its evacuation. Zn any of these events, 
control can be transferred to the auxiliary control room 
located in the auxiliary building. The auxiliary controls 
provide a capability to bring the units to and maintain then 
in a stable plant condition. lot shutdown is a stable plant 
condition reached following a plant shutdown. The hot 
shutdown condition can be maintained safely for an extended 
period of time either automatically or manually from the 
backup control room. The plant can also be taken to cold 
shutdown using the monitoring indicators and the controls 
provided in the backup control room.  

2.2 Auxiliary Feedwater Safety Functions 

The earliest WSH Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) design, as 
outlined by Westinghouse and detailed in design by TVA, 
recognised the essential safety function of AFW and 
therefore required that certain of the AFW features be



safety grade. As a further result of this concern for the 
WB AN systam, TVA required Babcock and Wilcox to provide a 
fully safety-grade iitiation and control system for the AFW 
system at Belltfonce, the next nuclear plant after Watts 
Bar. The original design implemented at Watts Bar, although 
not fully safety-grade, has been show to satisfy the latest 
NRC design requiremeats stemaing froa the NEC's post-THM 
investigations of the AFU function. These latest 
requirements called for parforming a plant-specific system 

reliability analysis and for satisfying specific acceptance 
criteria such as safety-grade automatic initiation and flow 
indication..  

2.3 TVA's Industry Leadership Role in Severe Accident (Hydrogen) 
Mitigation 

Since the accident at Three Mile Island, TVA has been in the 
forefront of industry efforts to investigate and resolve 
severe accident issues. A major focus of TVA's attention 
has been the aitigation of hydrogen that could be released 
postaccident in an ice condenser containment such \s 
employed at Sequoyah or Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.  

At the request of the Board of Directors in early 1980, 
TVA's first major effort in this area was to conduct a study 
of various mitigation strategies for potentially severe 
accidents at Sequoyah. After a preliainary screening, seven 
asparate aitigation concepts were evaluated. These concepts 
included adding a filtered vent to the containment, 
connecting an additional volume to the containment, coupling 
the present containments, augmnting containment cooling, 
preinarting the containment with nitrogen, postinerting with 
Belon, and controlling combustion with distributed 
igniters. Three outside architectural-engineering firms 
were engaged to study the filtered vent and controlled 
combustion concepts, and in-house personnel vere used to 
evaluate the others. Advantages and drawbacks were assessed 
and cost/benefit estimates were made for each concept.  
Documentation of the evaluation, as well as recomendations, 
were provided in Volume I of TVA's Hydrogen Report.  

In June 1980, NRC Commissioner Gilinsky visited the Sequoyah 
plantsite to discuss hydrogen aitigation concepts. During 
his visit, OEDC volunteered to install an Interim 
Distributed Ignition System (IDIS) at Sequoyah to mitigate 
hydrogen, thereby becoming the first utility to commit to
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severe accident hydrogen control. OEDC imediately 
initiated an igniter selection and operability testing 
program at TVA Singleton Laboratory and began development of 
the system itself.  

In September 190, TVA submitted Volume II of the Hydrogen 

Report which addre;sed severe accident sequences, primary 
system and core behavior, hydrogen release and mixing, and 
containment response, including hydrogen combustion 
mitigated by the IDIS. The containment response to severe 
accidents was based on a detailed computer analysis 
performed by Westinghouse/Offshore Power Syatems (OPS) and 
was one of the first in the industry.  

On September 17, 1980, partially as a result of TVA's 
aggressiveness in proposing a resolution of the hydrogen 
issue, the HRC granited a full-power operating license for 
Sequoyah unit 1.  

Continuing these efforts, TVA and the other ice condenser 
Owners (Duke and American Electric Power Companies) 
sponsored a series of hydrogen combustion tests at Feuval, 

Incorporated. These were the first experiments designed to 
study igniter effectiveness and equipment survivability in 
simulated postaccident environments and yielded a great deal 
of confirmatory information.  

During 1981, TVA developed the first utility in-house 
capability to analyse containment response to severe 
accidents using state-of-the-art computer codes. In mid
1981, TVA documented its first-of-a-kind assessment of 
equipment survivability during postaccident hydrogen 
combustion. Best-estimate analyses of component heatup were 
performed based on CLASIX-calculated containment atmospheric 

temperatures. Several other components which did not lend 
themselves easily to analysis were actually subjected to 
representative environments to verify their survivability.  

Also in mid-1981, TVA documented its assessment of alternate 

hydrogen mitigation system8 considered for the permanent 
replacement of the IDIS. An improved version of controlled 
ignition was selected as the Permanent Hydrogen Mitigation 
System.  

During 1981 and continuing to date, TVA has continued a role 
of industry leadership by advising the Mark III Hydrogen 
Control Owners Group on hydrogen-relcted licensing, system 
design, analysis and research issues as an associate group 
member.
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2.4 Probabilistic Risk Assessment 

OSDC has undertaken as a&gressive program in the evaluation 
of the safety of its nuclear plants through reliability 
engineering techniques. The program includes participation 
(1) in performing probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) on 
TVA nuclear plants, (2) on comittees and *orums for 

*advancement of these techniques, and (3) .4 the developmenc, 
improvement, and upkeep of computer codes for the prediction 
of the physical processes and radiation dose characteristics 
of LWU accidents.  

OlDC has, on its own initiative, undertaken the performance 
of probabilistic risk assessments on three of its nuclear 
facilities: Browns Ferry, Sequoyah, and Bellefonte. These 
assessments are being performed with the following goals in 
minds 

a. Ideatify safety concerne. PRA provides a logical and 
systematic maans of assuring that the plant has been 
designed to operate in a safe and efficient manner.  

b. Allocate resources. PRA allows for the efficient 
use of the utilities finite resources in order to assure 
maxims benefits.  

c. Iuprove Availability. PRA providns the information 
and models to be used in the development of plant 
availability improvement program.  

d. Make licensing more rational. PRA allows for the 
placing of priorities on safety issues and concerns and 
assures attention is directed at those issues and 
concerns which are :he most critical.  

OFDC is also assisting in PRA activity outside TVA such as 
the Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (11EP) and the 
Severe Accident Sequence Analysis (SASA) for the Browns 
Ferry Nuclear Plant.  

TVA also provides direct utility input for the advancement 
of PRA through TVA engineering staff involvement in (1) the 
Industry Degraded Core program (IDCOR), (2) the development 
of the PRA procedures guide, (3) the Atomic Industrial Forum 
Subcjmittee on PUA, (4) the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data 
System (NPIDS) Data Usage Comittee, and (5) the Department 
of Energy Working Group on PUA.
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Accurate application of PRA requires the most recent 
information on the prediction of the processes which occur 
during a nuclear plant accident. This includes both 
physical as well as radiological characteristics of the 
event. TVA has initiated detailed evaluations in mitigation 
of ATWS and hydrogen burn events at TVA plants. TVA 
engineers are actively participating in development and 
improvement of consequence and thermal-hydraulic analysis 
techniques and incorporating these techniques into computer 
codes for industry use. These codes are being examined for 
application to all TVA plants.  

2.5 TVA's Use of the Pover Training Simulator for Human Factors 
Check 

TVA has made extensive use of the Sequoyah and Watts Bar 
training simulator to evaluate Watts Bar control room 
designs and design changes. Having a control room simulator 
has allowed TVA to identify and correct design deficiencies 
which could only be identified by simulation of the plant 
process.  

TVA has also used the training simulator to evaluate design 
changes required in the Watts bar Main Control Room (MCI) 
preliminary human factor reviews. The preliminary NCR 
review was required by NURCG-0737, Task Action Plan, 
Ite" I.D.1.  

In another application of the training simulator, the NRC 
performed a human factors' audit of Watts Bar NCR in October 
1980 using Biotechnology, Incorporated, and Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratories as consultants. The TVA training 
simulator was used during the NRC review for design and 
design operability verification. The NRC report was 
submitted to TVA in March 1981, and TVA developed a human 
factors review teon to review the NRC report and supplement 
the NRC findings by performing an "in-house" review. All 
NRC and TVA human factor concerns have been discussed with 
NIC lHumn Factors Engineering Branch, and corrective actions 
have been determined. TVA has used the training simulator 
to verify corrective actions.  

The final review of Watts Bar MC1 will be performed once the 
NRC finalises the NCR review requircumnts (i.e., N=30
0700). The training simulator will be used to perform the 
detailed MCR design and operability review.
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3.0 01C'a 1982 Action Plan for Quality lprovement 

As a result of evaluations performed by the QOA organisations, 
XI5B, and the UC, and partly as a result of the problems 
identified at Watts Bar, OIDC reemphasized its comitment to 
quality in *January of this year by initiating an ambitious 
quality improvemaent plan. The improvemaent program was based on a 
six-month study by senior ORDC managemaent and QA managaer aimed 
at identifying the root causes of recurring ODC quality 
problems. Based on this study, six primary target areas were 
designated for improvement. These six areas involve: 

a. Developing a more positive attitude and approach toward 
correcting identified deficiencies in our program.  

b. Improving our timeliness and responsiveness to identified 
problems.  

c. Improving the quality of our procedures and insisting that 
they be rigidly follovwed.  

d. Improving our definitions of authority, responsibility, and 
accountability.  

e. Improving our methods for controlling comitmeants and for 
defining the requirements for quality related features.  

f. Reducing the impact of high personnel turnover rates by 
attempting to retain experienced personnel, and improving the 
training of new employees, and improving the retraining of 
present employees transferred to now areas or involved in nov 
techniques.  

The year-long program developed to address these target areas 
illustrates the high level of commitment by the design and 
construction organisations to quality. The problems and 
solutions encountered at Watts Bar have provided valuable input 
into the development of the Action Plan. OEDC management is 
confident that substantial benefits will result from this 
progras. It is this dedicated comitment to quality which has 
developed the current, highly effective OEDC quality prograsm and 
will continue to evolve the program to even higher levels of 
satteiment.
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VI. Summary and Conclusions 

As evidenced throughout this report, OEDC has continually sought to 
develop an efficient and effective program to control in a systematic 
manner the design and construction programs for TVA's nuclear plants.  
In preparing this report, OEDC's principal managera have taken the 
opportunity to again review and verify the adequacy of the design and 
construction programs as they specifically relate to Watts Bar. This 
review has reinforced OEDC's position that Watts Bar Nuclear Plant is 
being designed and constructed in a controlled manner which assures 
chat the plant vill meet the requirements and comnitments made in 
accordance with the license application.  

With respect to the programs and procedures developed, and implemented 
by the Division of Engineering Design, we are confident that the 
design process meets the necessary requirements for control and 
approval of design activities. The Engineering Procedures which 
control these design activities require that all design input and 
design output documents be independently reviewed and verified prior 
to approval and use, and establish appropriate controls over 
activities related to design review, interface review, procurement, 
and change control. Management programs established within EN 1B 
provide additional assurance that basic functional requirements for 
nuclear safety-related plant features have been adequately developed, 
incorporated into the plant design, and verified through the 
preoperational test program. Further, the EX DBI certification of 
"Approval to Load Fuel" will assure that all outstanding work (that 
is, unimplemented design) at the time of MRC approval to load fuel has 
been formally evaluated and approved by IN DBS based on its affects on 
nuclear safety, licensing, and plant operation. These programs and 
procedures have been established, implemented, and controlled under 
the auspices of the Quality Assurance program, and provide adequate 
assurance that plant features have been designed to meet their 
intended application and use.  

We are also confident that the programs and procedures developed and 
implemented by the Division of Construction satisfactorily convert the 
design requirements and outputs detailed by Z US into an acceptable 
finished product which will fulfill the design requirements. Through 
the work control proesse implemented at the site, fabrication and 
installation of plant components is aeeomplished by the Construction 
Superintendent's labor forees in close coordination with site 
engineering personnel. Independent quality control inspections 
conducted by the site QC personnel provide verification of these 
activities. The MO3ST Accountability Programs provide the assurance 
that required inspections, tests, and examinations are aeeoeplished 
and that necessary documentation of all activities (including special 
processes) is eompleted. The "Change Control" and "As-Constructed"
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programs provide additional assurance that the design requirements are 
accoqplished. Managmnt controls of procurement and materials 
ensures that quality materials are used in the construction 
activities. Ixtensive training and certification programs for 
construction personnel and the emphasis placed on identifying and 
correcting quality related problems provide further assurance that the 
final constructed plant will fully meet all licensing and design 
requirements.  

As stated above, OEDC has established and implemented a Quality 
Assurance Program which provides OEDC management the assurance that 
the design and construction program conform to the full intent of the 
10C1 50, Appendix S, Criteria in addition to addressing the 
requirements of Section III of the ASiE Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Code, ANSI Quality Assurance Standards, and other regulatory 
requirements. The QA organizations use a vigorous audit program 
to review and verify the implementation of all phases of the design, 
procurement, and construction activities. Since the beginning of 
design and construction activities for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, this 
comprehensive audit program has resulted in 614 audits identifying a 
total of 1,496 deficiencies. From these identified deficiencies, only 
108 remain open which further illustrates the strength of the 
established QA program to assure that when shortcomings and 
deficiencies are identified they are resolved in a timely manner with 
appropriate steps taken to reduce the possibility of recurrence.  
Further, the QA organizations have both responsibility and authority 
to immediately stop unutisfactory construction activities or prevent 
further processing of unsatisfactory itens through the issuing of stop 
work orders when serious problem are identified. Seventeen stop work 
orders have been issued at Watts Bar by both the Qk organizations and 
the construction engineer (who has the line responsibility for quality 
assurance at the construction site). In addition to the assurances 
provided by the implementation of the Quality Assurance Program, OEDC 
derives further confidence in the design and construction programs 
through the independent review activities of ASE, NSRS, the joint 
audit program, and outside management consultants.  

Ultimately, the final degree of assurance in the OEDC program is the 
commitment of OEDC management to quality and to an effective quality 
assurance program. This commitment has required that we be willing to 
acknowledge our shortcomings and deficiencies whether they are 
identified by the persons doing the work, by the quality assurance 
auditors, by third parties, or by the NRC. Once identified, we have 
taken prompt and positive corrective action to rectify shortcomings 
and deficiencies. The benefits of this comitment by management is 
particularly evident in the actions taken at Watts Bar to the problems 
which have arisen there.
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Based on the programas, reviews and actions suaarized-by this report, 
OEDC is confident that when construction is complete at Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant that it will be designed and constructed in a way that 
will assure it meets the requirements and commitments of the license 
application and that it will be designed and construeted to adequate 
standards of quality so that ihe health and safety of the public will 
not be compromised when the plant goes into operation.
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r. . 3. A. Raulston . * . arch 5, 1982 

'Chief NHuciear Engineer • * TVA Contract o.-71C62
TENi1ESSEE .VALLEY AUTHORITY 14 
400 Commerce Avenue, WLO C126 541 
Knoxville, Tit 37902 : AT-D-4835 

Dear Mr. Raulston: 

STENNESSCE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
S.. - *.- .-- . "- WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLAHT 

SUHIT NUMBER 1 
.WRD QUALITY ASSURANCE 

Per your request. enclosed pleass find information concerning design .  

S control assurances applied on Watts Bar Unit • . You should recognize these 
Sre essentialy the same assurances empzoye, with our other plants. since 

our program is not plant dependent.  

It has alwaysbeen Westinghouse Water Reactor Division's 
pplicy t.o provide 

high quality, safe and reliable equipment and services to all our customers.  

.. is policy was emplemented through Westinghouse internail controls before 

active government participation in the QA field and, since issuance of IO)FRO, 

: Appendl: B, and related industry and rejulktory guides, through the forceful 

i~rplementatioa of QA program controls consistent with, and often tinmes more 

r igorous than, these government and industry requirements (see Attachment i), 

This has been amply demonstrfted over the years through the active review of 

and participation in Westiighouse'.s QA Program by. both the NRC and our customers.  

Tihe NRC has reviewed and approved Westinghouse's detailed description of 

its QA program (WCAP-8370: 1W Water Reactor D\ivision's QA Program Plan), both 

at its inception in 1974 anicthrough its various changes and ln'rovsement.s (see 

Attachment 71: Letters of NRC Acceptance of WCAP-•U370 Revisions)., Itn turn., 
the IRC office of Inspection and Enforcemant (I&E) has audited us routinely 

.to conftfrm the effective Implementation of this progr.m. (Sae Attachment. I1: 

List of NRC Inspections of NTD/PWRSO.) 

The Ameicln Socilet. of lHachlnical EngineDrs has also 1.egularly evriewed 

our progi'am, evalutting 'tho same areaz of dlesign control, interface control 

end related disctplines. The attacIed K ceretificate deronsltrttes their approv•l.  

APPENDIX A

A-l
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Similarly, our customers have performed their own independent review of 
-our program, Including not only auditing of Wtestinghouse facilities, but our 

suppliers' facilities as well.. -On the average, each of our customers audits .  
our facilities at least once every year.  

S The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) has supplemented the above witb ' .  

indepth .involvement in the design of the NSSS and in the design and manufacture 
of NSSS equipment with respect to Watts Bar Unit l1. TVA has. reviewed and 

approved all W generated design documents including equipment specifications,.  

design drawfnis.and systems design documents. Further, TVA has reviewed and 

Sapproved aTl W vendor geherated design documents, design drawings and manu

facturing and-testing procedures. In addition to the approvals, TVA was 

heavily involved in the Quality-Assurance surveillance of eq!ipment vendors 

during equipment manufacture and testing and issued TVA releases prior to-.  

shipment of all W supplied equipment. Such involvement in-these areas. has .  

. resulted in .specTfic, concrete improvements in the NSSS design and improvermzents 
'in the entire QA chain, Improvements that reflect the evolving, ever-mat uring 
nature of Westinghouse's and the authority's QA Program and the overall industry's 

SQA Program ...  

S This process will continue with implementation of a working relationship 
-' between TVA and Westinghouse. Continuing Westinghou;s engineering support, 

including emergency response support, will' further assure the safe and reliable 

operation of the WSSS, assurance that is originally founded in the rigorous *..

and effective QA Program that has been in place from the beginning of our 
contract.  

If we can be of further assistance or if you have any questions, plea-s 

contact us..  

Very truly yours, 

IWST M GHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

C. E. Eihthldinger, himaner 
Dornestfc P ~OjeCtS 

At:•chmen:s 

d. s. 2,utsrfn, ?. 3:A 

cc: R, . Llyn:•h, 1L 
S. A. Moser-, 11 
,., 11. •,'n s., :lI

L
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E: T QUALITY ASSURA C:EOF. SUPPLIED FNSSS FOR 
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUIHORITY 
U.TTS SAR UJ~IT 1 .  

Past Design and Construction Phases 

A. Quality Assurance design and proturemrnt controls weri ap;lied by

Westinghouse consistent with industry and regulatory requireamnts.  

1. 10 CFR 50 Appendi. B - 1969: Quality Assurance of Nuclear Plants.  

2. ANSI I;45.2.- 1971: Qulsity Assuranze of usl;ear Plants .  

3. ANSI I45.Z.11 - 1974: QA for Design.  

4. AN'SI N45.2.13 - 1976: QA for Pro:urement of Items and Services.  

5. U.S. NRC Regulator)' Guides: Endorserment of QA standards 

5. QA at Westinghouse was regularly assessed is acceptable by independent 

customers in accordance with standards.  

1. kANSI 145.2.12 - 1977T Requirements for Auditing QA Programs, 

2. .AISEI N44.Z.Z1 - 1976: CA Requirements for Control of Procurement of 

Items and Services, 

a. Source verification activities - surveillance by customer to 

assure conformance of procured items and services to reQuirements.  

* b. Preavard and. verification audh*s.  

C. CA at Westinghoust was regulary assessed as acceptabLe by the U.S. Atomic 

Energy Commission and U.S.. Nucear Regulatory Commission.  

1. .Quality Assuranct((nd Design Contrcl) Plan evaluated and accepted 

by U.S. NRC/ASC and others.  

a. WROD A Plan, WCAP 8370 Revision 9A, Amendment 1 accepted by letter 

NRC (U.P. Hasls) to W (T.M. Anderson) dated 2/13/&1.  

b. WRA QA Plan, WCkP 8370 Revision 9A accepted by Letter IRC 

(WP. Hiass) to W (T.M. Anderson) dated 10/16/79.  

A-3
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A.'

,. URD QG LaPn, UCAP t370, vtyiO I.A eCpted by letter t 

(C.J.e Helteems to « (C. ichldiA4 srt) dated 9/16 /1' .  

d. URO GA Plan, r CAP $370, Rtevi•s.n 
Tk, change Propo al ts 1 through 

* ,4 accepted by NRC Letter (C.J. H.ltSMs) to (C. C echLd~hrt 

dated 9/17/? .  

. . RD0 GA P.an, WCAP 5370, Rev
4on ?A accepted by NRC Lett* 

(.K.H VoLtmer) to (it. SaLvtort) dated 12/31/74.  

2. L•Quaity Assuranc (and Design Cntrot) Plan implementation 
regutarLy 

assessed and accepted by.U.S. 
HNC and others.  

*. Westir house HTO services accepted by Lelter NRC CK.V. Seyfrit) 

b. ther. design contr o L inspections noted in Attachment 
II.  

ft

I;i 

4' 

* I 
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, eseno 

A. WP.D aeplies Quality Assir.r.:e (and Desikr Control) -centrots exceeding 

the !':est appl;icble RC6 en'orsed codts and standards.  

1. 'RD3 Qual•iy Assuran:e Plan provides that ct.anges which affect the 

prc;ram definition are submitted to the U.S. iv C for approva ..  

a. WR: GA Plan Revision 9A, Ade.ndment 1 accepted by letter RC 

(W.P. MHass) to W (T.M. Anderson) dated 2/01/i1, 

*. Within th» Nu:tear Technology Division, the Product Integrity and 

Sesign Assurance depart entnis ctsrged with assurfn. co-oLi'nce with 

corporate, regulatory statutory and other pertinent requiretents 

that proide for the operational integrity, re!iabiity and safety 

of WRD products, systeus and services.  

g: a. A Design Zntegration grouep consisting of senior ensintering 

. personnel assure that the tqchnicea integration pro:ess is being 

property imapLemented throughout Line organizations.  

1. Identify design integration probtems and assure their 

resolution.  

2. Develop a-.d maintain the systems necessary to.provide the 

status and tracking of design documentation and'design con

figuration m.ansgement in the most productive 
manner.  

8. WD Reutity Assurance is attpted by the U.S. NRC and others.  

1. WRD QuILity Assurance PLan WCAP 5370 Revision 9A, Amendment 1 

S continued acceptance by 14RC 2/01/81.  

2.. As the Lead division for WRD IucLear Steam Suppoy LSystem 
supply, ITO 

QuaLity Ascurance Design Assirance is accepted by IRC offttce of 

Inspection and Enfc-cer.sr..

S A-
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3. HT holdi ASHE Certificate of Authorization Number N-11'9 for on-.j '..  

s*truction of Section.Il DOlviston 1 items for which ovejatL responsi- ..  
. .*.. .;. -.  

bit'tty is retairt with, engineering, procurerment nd Quality Assuran:e.

4. Customers continue to regutarty accept the performance of WRD.for 

supply-of items and services through audits, reviews and source .  
S vertfications required by regulations and industry standardr$(e.g. ' .  

SANSI 1445.2.12 - 1976;, AWSI 045.2 - 1977, ANSI N45.2,11 - 1974, 

ANSI 45.2.12 - 1978, ANSI N45,•.23 -'1978, etc.). .  

II. Future" 

A. WR.l plans.to continue its high level of. performance to the nuclear 

': :.-idustry including design assurance. .  

'. . .1'Desfn Configuration Management improvements are undseray and plnnet.  

S to better assure tachntcal integration of systems' designs in t'ml 
:  manner -appropriated to anticipatad future user needs. .  

* . *o -.*.<.. :* * . . , " , . .  

.. 2. Custon.er(s) ~ive and plan to contract for design assurance service,.  

S-.. fro WHestinghouse as a eader in industry .- .. . . .* .  

.'"'-':.; 3 . 'eCustomer($) have and plan to contract for Westinghouse to retain over--'* 

. .. all. irsponsibitity for engineering, pro:urement and quality assurance 

. " of items for which fabrication and instaLlation is subcontracted tc 

.appropriat•ey uthorited, accredited, or quatifiad suppliers.  

i

..  

*1 
. . . * . .* ' . -.
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S.. ... ., ltUCLEAR REGULATCRY CCMMISSION ATTACHMET II .  

.. . .' * * CIOD IV -V.  
J-. ^ RYAN PLAA' DVE. SUMi't 

A" "U.1TOW. TEX"IA 3Si 

SO APP. IS3 ,! 
D3;r.^ '*;. 399300 . .  

2stinchouse Eiectric Corporation 
;:-.-a.s Technolcy Divvtibcn ..  
' -: D-r. R. J. Sleset . .  

General Manager 
.O, cx e ,35
?P ttsurgh, PennsylvYana 15230 

A ze:-es of r uclear P. atory toiss.lon R) inspecticn have been conducted 

-v :Eve your IrimentMtion of the Quality Aksurance Frgraa IPlic.ble to KlC .j 
t , i-aw or icents who have contracted for services from the Westinghouse 

:etric Coroation, Hnear Technology Division. These inspections consisted.  
Sselectrive Cxor •naion of procedures and representati\v rtcords, intervieýS of 

a sonnel and di rect 'observaton by the inspectors. A a result of these inspec

on, the NRC Office of Inspection and Enfor enft () has concluded that the 

Q.. :r•,rtr desc:ribed in Topical Repoýt WCAP-370, Revision SA, is bintg Irpients 

si. eftori. eit her this conclusion nor the remaindert f this etr applis 

Sto eny activities conducted at reactor sites.  

Lic nsees and applicants that have referenzed the o bove Topical Report in their 

!,otv AnalSyis .Reports (or have adopted the tot. . quality assuranct ;rogro 

ds; t'red i that Topical Report) may.at their option use this letter to fulfill 

0their obligation under 10 CFR Part SO, Appendix Y,..Critir1on V.I', that rwiutras 

then to %p-rfonm inltial source evaluation/select on audits and subsequent seri(dli 

" .udi ts to assess, the quality assurance progrw'l itplemenfltlon, 

The NRC expression of satisfaction with the irelamentation of your QA pilrm; do% 

not assure that a spectflc product or .s-trce offered by you to yOUr custcmr is 
of accutale quaht lty sp or dpes. It r lieve the applicant or licensee from the 

general provision of Criterao n IV which- requirev.:.:rificAtlon that purchased 

ateiriti prenuion or serict s on form to the procurement d=euments. It is 

-i:,cgi!ed that in soa cases this Lassurainc. can be mad by the apicnt or 

li:inseB without aucits or inspections at your facility.  

Cnýtinuing ac:e;tbility of.implemwlntation of your QA program is contin-ent upon 

yc:r aintainin g a satisfactory level of program impl•c• in verifii. thrc lg) 

e .loe in ,spction, throughout all corporat. o• anization uniit and nucli 

p;r:t~,~ ten Ccou Ls by your program' 

SA-7 ..  
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V.

4i~itnghous Electric Corporation 
0ocker Nor: 99900Q40 .  

5r .... . ... w .y In the 

houl yoU r prograu m i.cm pl iance. at im lcle: 
t elw-e --.• u w- be 

lotiid by u ttirl and nquStad to correct the deficiecieu prom ptY et 

vet. you 1 to orrct ph deiClf :tC pprt rotlY.. or i the record o de 

itehiesvis such a s to indicate reurallY p-ore prn allmt . .y-b..d 

1th6:&ppliats and licensees who have. rafsrtCed your QN program wIll be notified 

:that . .• er-s'o t ao,,fse yntatio .,^ your program is no longer acceptable to the..: 

-RC-All "of the ra dit/inn-pccttonf reIuf.•llt5s of Cr-itrion VI,1 Appndix 8, 

10 CFR5*0v inust then be implemented by..tlu MplicatS or licenrsIs. The NRC will 

retnrtatl tts -lattr of acceptability of impleftati" of your QA program only 

afrter our tnspctoi• ýave concluded, based. on reinspectiq that you have again 

deanstrated full f ol mllcflC.  

:xeKCt a• notd 1  the concluctos expressed tn thts letter will be ffaec

*: or thr athe date of ss At that time program 

Sprfv, -f c over he prv• lous thre year period wl11 be evaluated and th.s 

: letter reissued; :tf- appropriate., 

- The rests of our tnepaCtions are PuBlishd quarterlY in the Licensee Contractor 

Sd . nd. r .tpection Status Report UREG htc is made available to H, RC 

fac• ttY appltn tSr . lcicetas CScci-tractrs and vendors I s well. as to mtmbers . f 

the public.. "

,... I "" ..  .....  
..  ·..  -,....  

. / ar Y. Seyfrtt 
Or'trctor
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P3&DA-82-617 .1 
W7T-D- 635 

arc+h 5, 19S2 
Page 3 

bct: C. E. Eicheldinner, 2L. 1A 
HSD Centrtl Fi'e 1L, A 
D. C. Rollins, 1L 
A. L. Hogarth, ZL. 2A (Watts Bar Site Manager) 
M. H. Shannon 1L (PC 3/400) 
I'. R. Kiler; IL, 1A (PC 3/400) 
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S. UNITED STATES 
, , ^ f NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM?>ISS! J M l, 0IS 

I O 

.j ' WASmH.cNGTOK-o.c.as 2A .S 

S. . OCT 1.6 1379 

ir. T. M. Anderson, Manager T. M. At i 
.uclear Safety rI.'r.o, t.•,, 

SW?•:tit'ghouse Elect Ic Company lea Depsrt 
P.O. Sox 355 
PittsbLrSh, PA 15230 

SDear Mr. Anderson: 
* . .  

(' SJECT: NRC ACCEPTANCE OF WHSTINGHOUSE TOPICAL REPORT ON QUALITY 
ASSURAINCE, (WCAP-3370, REVISION 9) 

sy your letter of October .15, .179, you submitted Revision 9 of the Westinghouse' 
.Topicel Report, WCAP-8370. Revision 9 revises the topical report to reflect 
Sorganizational, programmatic, end ed4torial changes, including cormntments to 
the current revisions of QA Regulatory Guides. The prograemat.ic changes are 

Sessentially for clarifying purposes and are not intended to dilute the controls 
previously approved. Revision 9 reflects proposed changes resulting from our .  

Sreview of your August 15 and October 12, 1979 QA topical report draft' subaittals.  

We find that Revision 9 of the topical report describes an acceptable quality 
assurance program for the design, procurement, and fabrication activities within 

\ the lJestinghouse Water Reactor Divisions' scope of work for nuclear power plants.  
STherefore, your revised report is acceptable and you may implement it upon issuance 
of the revision.  

For the Westinghouse .quality assurance program description, applicants need only 
reference this topical .report in Chapter 17 of license applications. .We do not 
plan to rereview this' topical report unless changes occur.  

Should regulatory criteria or regulations change such that conclusions about this 
topical report are invalidated, we will iaotify you. You will be 9iven the oppor
tunity to revise and resubmiit t should you so desire. Pro.rammatic chanrgs by 
Westinghouse to this topical report are to be suhmitted to NRC for review prior 
to implIVeentation. Organizational changes are to be submitted no later than .30 
days after announcement.  

Please replace our previous acceptance letter and its enclosure of Septemb:r 16, 
* 1977 on Revision 8 uwith this .letter and our evaluation in aach report, renumber 

the report W~CAP-8370, Rev. RA, and resubmit 36 copies to the iRC. In your trans
mittal letter, indicate to which plants Revision 9A will be *pplicable.  

Should you have any qnuetions repardlng our revie;i or if we can provide assistin:e 
please feel free to contact nme or Mr. Frod Liederbach un (201) 402-7741, 

Sinee» ,%y e , 

Jelter P. Hnr.?, Chief 
QuAlity AsturivAice t'anch 
Division of Project talnagment 

t t c.gi«.».^ __ .\0 ' 4



UNITE? STrATES 1 
SNUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

SWASkICTOi. 0. C. 201H .  

:FE 1 5 31931 I 

** 

. .  

i~. ,. j. Anderson, Manatgert ..  
c.'itr Safety ODe-artment *.... .. : ... ze 

s::tinghouse Electric Corporate on 
Eox: 355':: 

* Fitturgh,- PA 15230 

Dear 1r. Anderson: 

£•UJC .'AIiEtIi•DmT E1 TO REVISION 9A OF WCAP 6370 

In your letter dated January 22, 1981, you submitted Amendmnnt 1 to Revision 
:. of WCAP 8370, presenting the Westinghouse pcsition on Recgultory Gutd 
1.145 and Revision 1-of Regulatory Guide 1,56. Supporting justiflcetion ss 
also submitted. -

:• have reviewed your letter and find the Westinghouse position presented 
- herein acceptable. Please proceed as you Indicated in your letter, i.e., 

" incorporate Amienda _al faorall'v in Revision 9A of CAP b370i 

Sincerely, 

* *-' * * " •Af , I*- " 
•. ... .* . Walter P. HaNss, Ch ef 

Quality Assurance Branch 
Division of Engineering 

* I 

.* 

S* " .." 

• • " ' '?" , - . '.*** 
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TOPICAL REPORT EVALUATION .  

Report Rumber: *WCAP-8370 (Rev. 9A), Monproprittary - * * 
Report Title; Quality Assurance Plan - Westinghouse Water Reactor Divisions ..  
Report Date: Octobe- 1979 
Originating Organization: Westtnghouse Electric Corporatton 
R .eviewed By: QuaTlty Assurance Branch . : 

SUMMARY OF-TOPICAL REPORT 

Topical Report WCAP-8370 (Rev. 9A) describes -the quality assurance (QA) program 
which the Westinghouse Water Reactor Divisions apply to those design, procurement, 
and fabrication activities involving safety-related structures, systems, and 
components of nuclear power plants within the Westlnghouse scope of work. WCAP

.8370 (Rev. 9A) convnits Westfnghouse to comply with the requirements of Appendix S 
to 10 CFR Part: 50 and to comply with the Regulatory Position provided by the iRC 
(with some exceptions which have been found acceptable by NRC) in Regulatory 
Guides 1.26-Rev. 3 (February 1976), 1.28-Rev. 2 (February 1979),-T.29-Rev. 2 

S(September 1978), 1.37-Rev. 0 (1March 1973). 1.38-Rev, 2 (May 1977),; 1.58-Rev. 0. ....  
*(August 1973), 1.64-Rev. 2 (June.1975). 1.70-Rev. 3 (November 1978), 1.74-Rev. 0 ' 

.-(February 1974), 1.88-Rev. 2 (October 197.6), 1.94-Rev. 1 (AprTi 1975), l.116-.ev.  
O-R '(Hay 1977), and l.T44-Rev. 0 (January 1979). Westinghouse has provlded for our 
evaluation a detailed description of organizations and groups involved in impls•r.Tn

*ting activities required by the QA program and a'delineation of duties, responsi
bility, and authority of those organizational elements involved in the QA progra.m.  

;ýCAP-8370 (Rev. 9A) contains a description of the measures used to carry out the 
SWestfnghouse QA program activities and describes how the applicable requirements 

:of Appendix B to 10. CFR- Part 50 will be satisfied by the administration and 
implementation of these' reasures.  

SU.MIARY OF REGULATORY EVALUATION, 

We have evaluated the QA program and the rg~.n:izatons rer.ponsible for QA frun:c.i
as' dr-.crtbad in 1WCAP-3370 (Rev. SA), We find that QA policy and die•ectio., o,-:;-•.  
at an acceptably high rnanagement level and are effectively co.aunicared t ot-': 
Dp•ts of the or;g.ni:aticn. Those perforiming QA functions hive res,.Sib. l-l':s an 
suthucrity cor.sns'tur.~te With thei'r euties in i;iplern.ntin the QA prc'"'.= ' e .'t.  
f.na that reas'.res have ben e;tablishcd, to he imp'aer.n:ed by wrt:'.t :' :-" :.: 

S.- instjct;toC, SwhichI adCrets each of the c•ritr'- of A.,/diX 3 in ar ;c.::.  
nitnri r. , 

26:et on ,: . rie..' &.,a .e:d ev?,';uatiain of k,'i= -*S (of:. -, ., , i.% .;;.-:, , I'c" :' 

•.)', ,he ,'e . i i '"-,?pc , i• .n:; 4.rW  j ts;:": :' y '..' e .'2'e t >. 'N*.". " ' a 

. .



-~2

?. ',~ Jestin.house QA proglra: contains the requirements andcontrols which 
;•~en properly implem.ented, comply with the requirements of Appendix B to 10 
C Fpart 50 and the applicable regulatory guides and standards contained-in 
C CL.ter 17 of the NRC Standard Re.view Fli.a 
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,. U8sT OF HC XHSPSCTXONS'OF NTO/PWRSO S.,"' • •

1981 * .  

a) 9990040/181-03 NRC -nspection of HT70

to'(Dr. R.J. Stembar) dated 9/28/81.  

* b) 99900404/81-02 NRC Inspection of NTO 

to (or. R.J. SLember) dated 6/29/81.  

*. c) 9990040/81-01 HRC Inspection oft HT 

* to (Dr. R.J. SlthTer) dated 4/23/81.  

. * * d) 99900404/8-04 ^ RC £nspection of NTO 

- to (Or; W.M. Jacobi) dated 9/6/80'.

accepted by NRC Letter (U

accepted by NRC ltter

accepted by NRC

accepted by NP.C

* . g'* ' ^** q* * ?j:. -.. 1..  
'- -* . -".*'?: '* -^ 

. * 

. Potay3us> * * 
* * >I

(U. Potapous)

Letter (U. Potaous) 

Letter (U. Pt:ap:us)

) 99900404/80-03 NR( Inspection of NTO accepted by I 

.to (or. IW.M. Jacobi) dated 9/25/80.  

,'' f) 99900404/80-02 HRC Inspecticn of NTD accepted by 

to (Or. W. M. Jacobt) dated 6/05/80.  

. ) . 99900404(/0-01 NRC Inspection of NTO accepted by 

t (Or. .M. Jacobi) dated 6/06/80.' 

* W') 99900404/79-03 NRs INspection of NTO ac:setd by 

* to Cr .. .. Jacobi) dAted 8/28/79.  

S i) 99904,C4/79-32 Nhae Tnspection of NTO se::eted ~y 

to (Dr.'. WM. Jacobi) dated 4/26/79.

4P.C lt"er (U. Potaaous)

'P.C Letter (U. P~'ta.ous)

NRC LeTer (U. Pcr:o;us)

99900404/1?7-1 . NP.: Inpe::n of !M: 

to (Or. W.M. asbi) d-.ted 3.19/7.

. , .,) 999.,4C'/ ,- W :-s c:,, r ' W 2; ::e '.=e '=' ": <.-,. ; " * "..: 

-= (Sr. ;;.H. A-nsLS;" S3;e: *.i!117=. ;l:s" = : •e:: - , . ". - ..  

•:.". •.H. krn~t:) ",':/7=.  

to ;DP. ".. u . &rnolc? si» ^/r.'73.  S... : - . , ".  

I. *·c;-,7. :+•:r::i:• :÷ 0;·.++': }::'::*a - . ...  
T~J~L' , , .i .~· r

S..

I 

i..

* i

*

NF.C Lstter ,U. Pota-as)

Nn.C Ltetar (-. ?.aps-s';

i::epted by '.: '.t:s " /:" s :" :, . ,, . ":.a :; +

1-- *v<« .'
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* ert»s esign Control !nripctAon

A-17

by NRCttte r

by NRC Letter (J.H. TiLlou)

by NRC letter (J.H. Titou) 

by IRC Letter (J.H, Tillou) 

by RhRC ietter (J.H. TiLlou)

(J.H, Titlou) .

S.  

.·*~ 'I

* .b) 93DO04/75-02 NRC !nspe::ion of F,''?.£D accep:ted >Y 'P.C letter c(. Pzittvu*i 

to (Dr. W.H. Arnold) dated 5/21/78.  

* f> ;03404/78T-01 i~RC Inspe::ion of PURED acce;ted by HRC Let:tr (U. Potan;us)o 

t (fr. W.H. Arnold) dated 6/22/78.  

* c> ?9•004L/77-D3 NRC ;n6pection of P'RSD sccepted by IRC Letter 

(o.M. Hunnicut:) to (Cr. W.H. Arnold) dated 10/17/77.  

p) 9?0040D4/•7-0Z IRC inspection of PWRSD eacepted by iRC letter (C.H. TiLLou) 

to (Dr. W.. Arnold) dated 10/17/77.  

* Q 99D00"t4/77-01 HNC Inspe:ti6n of PWRSD accepted by N•C Letter (J.H. Titlou) * 

to (O. W... ArnoLd) dated 3/30/77.  

... r) 9•;'0404/76-04 HRC Inspes::on of PWRSC accepted by IRC letter (J.H. Tillou) 

".") . to (Dr. W.H. Arnold) dated 12/23/76. Fol(ow-up a:ccpted by NRC Letter;, .,,l: 

..: (J.H. Tillou) to (Dr. W.H. Arnold) dated 2/04/77.  

'e:. si 9990D004/76-03 IRC inspection of PURSD accepted by NRC Letter (JU.. Titiou) 

.. to (0r. J.H. Arnold) dated 7/28/76. Follow-up accepted by I;RC .ltter date * * LL ytn~i;u
* .* * 

'*<**

% S"-. ~ (J.H. Titlou) to (Dr. W.H. Arnold) dated 9/08/76, 

' t) 99900;04/76-02 NRC Inspection of PASD accepted 

* . to (f'. V.H. Arnold) dated &/28/76.  

u) 99900404/76-01 NRC Inspection of PWRSD accepted 

to (Dr. W.H. Arnold) dated 1/19/76.  

v) p99oD0i4j75-07 RP.C -nspection of PWRSO accepted 

to (Dr. W.H. Arnold) daced 9/22/75.  

v) M•'004•O/75-06 KRC Intpection of PVRSD arsepted 

to (Dr. W.44. Arnold) dated 6/19/75.  

* ?OD004,4/75-u1 NRC Inspection of PWRS3 a::epte 

to (r. . Arnold) dated 2/04/75.




